**THIS WEEK WITH MISS D 12/10-12/14**

**MON**

2-3:30 PM  
Miss D after school. TD applications are due FRIDAY!!!! Don't delay!

**TUE**

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
Miss D NOT after school. Check in at lunch for help and with questions

**WED**

2-4:00  
FSA-ID workshop after school in the Library for students who need to start their Financial Aid Application. General application assistance also available.

**THU**

**CREW PERIOD**  
2-3:30PM  
Senior surveys to complete in crew. Please answer in full to help Miss D help you!
After school to help with applications. TD due the 15th!

**FRI**

2-3:30PM  
Miss D after school for help with applications. Make sure to get your questions answered before the weekend

**UPCOMING EVENTS/ Reminders:**

12/15 - URI TD Application Due!!!!!!!!

12/19 - FAFSA BLITZ Day - Bring the final pieces of information you need to complete your FAFSA (Parents also welcome to schedule appointments for FAFSA with Miss D on this day)

12/20 - Financial aid presentation after school with a broad overview of types of financial aid etc.